Comparative adjectives: more & most

Grade 2 Adjectives Worksheet

Put more or most in front of each adjective.

1. Football is ___________ dangerous than golf.

2. Spaghetti is the ____________ wonderful meal there is.

3. You ask the _____________ interesting questions.

4. Jenny is ____________ delicate than her sister Paula.

5. The couch is ____________ comfortable than the chair.

6. This ceremony is the _____________ elegant that I have ever seen.

7. Cats are the _____________ interested pets.

8. Science is ____________ difficult than arts.

9. Honey is ___________ natural than refined sugar.

10. Panda bears are the ____________ loveable animals.

“Most” compares three or more things.

“More” compares two things.
Comparative adjectives: more & most

Answers

1. Football is ___more____ dangerous than golf.

2. Spaghetti is the ____most____ wonderful meal there is.

3. You ask the ___most____ interesting questions.

4. Jenny is ____more____ delicate than her sister Paula.

5. The couch is ___more____ comfortable than the chair.

6. This ceremony is the ____most____ elegant that I have ever seen.

7. Cats are the ____most____ interested pets.

8. Science is ____more____ difficult than arts.

9. Honey is ____more____ natural than refined sugar.

10. Panda bears are the ____most____ loveable animals.